Spout Extender Kit #7610SE
Mounting Instructions
(To be used with Wall Mounting Brackets 7570WB)
Purpose:
The Spout Extender Kit adds another feature to the Git’Um Fed Automated Animal Feeder, making it possible for
the Feeder to deliver food through a vertical wall, fence or partition into a feed bin, tub, or trough on the other
side. This prevents damage to the Feeder from larger animals and eliminates the need to enter the space where
animals are being kept to service the Feeder.
The Spout Extender Kit contain a special hose and clamp which is to be used with the standard Wall Bracket
Kit (7570WB) available for mounting the Feeder to a vertical surface.
Instructions:
Refer to the pictures included to become familiar with how the Feeder will look when mounted correctly.
If the Feeder is new and unassembled, refer to
the Quick Assembly Instructions to attach the
motor and install the Auger Assembly. Attach
the Wall Brackets to the Feeder Housing, long
side across the Feeder bottom and short side
down on the Spout side. With the clamp
provided, attach the Spout Extender hose, the
end pointing away from the Feeder. Tighten
the clamp.
Determine where the Feeder will be mounted.
Make a hole if necessary through any wall for
the Spout to pass through and attach the Feeder to the vertical surface with suitable hardware. Finish assembly
of the Feeder.
If the Feeder is already being used, (mounted on the Stand or mounted with the Wall Brackets to a vertical
surface), disassemble the unit far enough to mount the Wall Brackets as described above and then attach it to
the wall, partition or fence where it will be used, as described above.
GIT’UM FED™ Automated Animal Feeder is a product of Horizon Design and MFG, LLC. Please direct any questions or comments to
Customer Service at 1-800-246-2405 or email gitumfed@horizondesignusa.com.
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